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Poor attendance was a problem to teachers and parents well before school attendance became compulsory
Pallister,  Going late to bed and waking up late next morning are the most common. Students under the
interdisciplinary program exhibited more positive behaviors from students not from the curriculum. Graph 3
The students opinion if they experienced being tardy in their class. Sprick and Daniels suggested that the
introduction of positive sweep among the students is able to reduce the tendency of tardiness. The top four
reasons in which the students are tardy in their class are waking up late, sleeping late, and the school is far,
and tired of going to school. According to the results of the study, three out of 60 respondents are always late,
eight said they are sometimes late, 12 said they are seldom late and 37 said that they never get late due to
late-night use of Facebook. Evaluate the student regarding its learning difficulty to the concerned subject and
confer to the subject teacher vis--vis the circumstances. Citation in a research paper apa 3 authors creative
writing paragraph starters ideas for essays free sample research proposal format art 1 sketchbook assignments,
research paper on education in america how to solve a physics problem comic free business growth plan
template american government topics for research papers how to solve complex business problems action
research papers for education grant writing assignment services reflection essay template pdf, a
comprehensive business plan sample, critical thinking reasoning judgement account assignment category in
sap sd books on problem solving skills cover page format for research paper nail art business plan good
country people essay questions common application transfer essay prompts! This therefore supports the
hypothesis that class tardiness among first year first semester Chemical Engineering students at UTP is a
common phenomenon. East of eden good vs evil essay examples of obesity essays. In contradict, the
percentage of students who tend to absent to class and yet getting mediocre results is higher, which is the
double of those who are in Deans list. According to the results of the study of the U. The parents' skills in the
home and their attitudes towards the child in the school and towards school in general are linked to attendance
performance. There were more absences and tardiness at the latter part of the year. Same feat will be done to
students who are well buffered with extra cash spent for cyber compulsion. In most of the tardiness cases, the
students come late to class and therefore cause interruption to the whole class. They include the following:
Policy is an assertion of intents or goals. The researcher believes that each of the above conceptions by Guda
has some value for the study of school district and school policy. Tardiness As UP students, we are expected
to perform well with excellence in everything that we do, most especially in the academic aspect. The largest
factor in the average daily attendance of a school is generated from influences which occur independently of
the school's organizational or attendance policy characteristics Petzko  It is found that there is not much
difference in the CGPA of students who possess moderate tendency of lateness to class as the percentage
difference between those who achieved excellent results 3. From reliable research materials like online
journals and research papers, we will provide some facts and theories from authors, teachers and notable
people in order to have a concrete justification of our study.


